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the very idea of organized education itself: the call for deschoolin^ society, doing
away with organized schools and universities, resorting to informal or nonformal
alternatives, and having a greater reliance upon television and the mass media for
educational purposes, or conversely, a greatei reliance upon small, peisonal, face-to-
face groups, somehow free of bureaucratic and professional conhols.
All this clamor requires a steady and hard new look at the history of education
in relation to the organization and management of increasingly complex societies. If,
as some social seers were predicting, the world was moving into a phase that could he
described as postindustriuU post urban, post democratic, postmodern, 01 even post-
civilized, was it also entering a stage when organi/ed education was dispensable? Are
we moving into a postschool civilization? ()i is that a conhwliction in terms? An
answer to these questions requires not only a hard look but a long look at the course
of education in human history.
Finally, a third cluster of changes requiring a radical ^interpretation in the
history of education arose during the l%()s with new conceptual themes that marked
scholarly investigations in the several humanistic studies and social sciences. Para-
mount among these themes was the call foi history writing to diop its parochial
framework and to broaden its peispcctive beyond the local, the provincial, and the
national to embrace the larger supranational civilizations ami even the world itself.
Symbolic of this change were two presidential addresses at the American Historical
Association, one that marked the opening and the othet the closing of the decade of
the 1960s.
In December 195(), C. Vann Woodward spoke of the avalanches of events since
1945 that imposed an age of reinterpretation upon American histoiians:
These avalanches go under such names as the collapse of Western imperial-
ism, the revolt of the colored peoples of Asia and Africa, the rise of Moslem
nationalism, the westward advance of the frontier of Russian liojymony, and the
polarization of power between the Russian and the American giants, All these
developments and more have contributed to the shrinkage of luuope in power
and relative importance, and thus to what is probably the greatest of all
opportunities for historical reinterpretation.4
Whereas Woodward in 195C) stressed the relations of Russia, Murope, and
America in the internationalizing of history writing, John K. Fairbank, in his address
nearly a decade later, stressed the need to confront the relations of China and Asia to
America as a special case of the fact "that we are all in a world crisis of growth and
change, explosive "development1 and violent 'modernization,' at home and abroad."5
Many among us are trying to take a next step: to move from an integrated
European-American history to an intercultural and interconnected world his-
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